
Landcor’s data shows that during the first quarter of 2016 residential real estate activity in British Columbia eased slightly. 
In historic terms, activity is still quite strong, as the trend line for seasonally adjusted activity continues to rise.  Sales 
are still below the over-heated levels seen before the recession, but continue to strengthen compared to the trough seen 
during 2011 and 2012 (in these charts “Poly.” refers to a “polynomial” trend line that is generated by Excel).   
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Price growth continues to accelerate, with year-over-year growth at an excessive rate of 12.9% as of Q1-2016. Over the past 
decade, the median price has increased by an average of 5.8% per year (and the average price is up even more, by 7.3% per year). 

BC Housing Market Overview
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It is now widely recognized that there is inadequate supply of new housing in the Greater Vancouver Regional District, 
especially for low-rise dwellings (single-detached, semi-detached, and town homes) and this is contributing to the over-
sized growth of house prices.    

The change in the supply situation is startling.  The next chart uses data from the Canadian Real Estate Association 
(“CREA”) on sales and new listings.  The sales-to-new-listings ratio is a useful way to contrast the state of balance 
between supply and demand.  My forecasting system tells me that the British Columbia housing market is more-or-less 
in balance when the ratio is close to 47%.  In recent times, there is clearly a worsening imbalance: during the past two 
years the ratio has rocketed upwards and as of Q1-2016 has passed 80% in British Columbia, reaching an all-time high.  
For Vancouver, the CREA data shows a ratio of 87% as of Q1-2016; for Victoria, the ratio is at 88%. 

This makes it complicated to explain the small drop in sales seen in the most recent quarter.  It is highly possible that 
sales were constrained by a shortage of available properties.  If there had been more listings, there would undoubtedly 
have been more sales (and price growth would have been less feverish).  It is quite possible that if there had been 
adequate supply, sales would have continued to rise in the first quarter, rather than showing the small dip that can be 
seen in the first chart. 

In my opinion, it is widely agreed that there is an increasing influx of foreign money into real estate in British Columbia.  
This hasn’t created the shortages - that has been caused by a very long history of inadequate supply of new housing.  
There are just not enough homes that could potentially be sold in the resale market.  

But, the tidal wave of foreign money is definitely exacerbating the shortages. 

The more important reality is that record low mortgage interest rates have made home ownership highly attractive 
and accessible to very large numbers of people. In the chart below, it is clear that most of the time, sales move in the 
opposite direction to interest rates: when rates rise, sales tend to fall; conversely, when rates fall, sales tend to rise.  That 
relationship has been especially strong during the last three years. 

BC Housing Market Overview (cont’d)
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Contrasting Housing Data

There are four main sources of excellent data on house prices in British Columbia.  (There is a fifth source, Statistics 
Canada’s “New House Price Index”. Having looked at the NHPI data on multiple occasions, I would not describe the NHPI 
as “excellent” and I am purposefully excluding it from this analysis.). 

The data is shown in two charts  at the end of this discussion.  In these charts, I have converted the available data to 
create indexes that have the same base period (a value of 100.0 as of the second quarter of 2005).

Each of these data sets has its own compromises.  Trying to be concise here:

• The Teranet data (produced in conjunction with National Bank),calculates price changes using data on homes that 
have sold more than once. In the chart for Vancouver, the Teranet estimates are quite similar to the others for most of 
the period, but in the recent past, Teranet has shown slower growth. 

• The data from the Canadian Real Estate Association (“CREA”) on average prices does not make any adjustments for 
changes in quality (for example, if in a time period there is an increase in sales of luxury homes the average would 
rise artificially; a shift to more-expensive neighbourhoods would also distort the average).  CREA also does not 
capture price increases that result from construction of new homes. 

• The data from Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (“CMHC”) is for newly constructed homes only, and only for 
single-detached and semi-detached homes, omitting town homes and apartments.  In the CMHC data, there is also 
a tricky issue with time: the prices are set when the homes are sold (usually well before construction actually starts), 
but the prices are reported as of the date when construction is completed and the home is occupied.  Therefore, in 
the CMHC data, what is showing for the most recent dates actually reflects changes that happened in the past.  Also, 
changes in the CMHC data can be distorted by changes in what is selling (the sizes, etc.) and the neighbourhoods. 

• The Landcor data provides a useful compromise.  It has the merit of including both resale and new homes, a strength 
not shared by the three other sources.  Like the CREA and CMHC data, however, the Landcor data is affected by 
changes in what is selling and where the sales occur.       

All of this said, there is very good news in these charts: they are largely consistent, with the caveat that for both Vancouver 
and Victoria, there is much more agreement in the data for the first half of the period than in the second half. For the 
second half, the disagreements might be explicable: 

• For Vancouver, the CMHC data shows a large amount of increase a few year’s ago.  This implies that the new 
construction market for low-rise homes has been increasingly targeted at the high end.  

• On the other hand, the Teranet data for Vancouver lags behind both Landcor and CREA.  

• For the past two years the average annual rates of price increase for Vancouver are Landcor 13.0%; Teranet 11.1%; 
CREA 15.5%; CMHC 4.9%.

• For Victoria, the indexes have diverged in the second half, but they still tell quite similar stories.  For the past two years 
the average annual rates of price increase are:  Landcor 7.0%; Teranet  5.8%; CREA  6.4%; CMHC 7.5%.
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Will Dunning has been analyzing housing markets since 1982. His consulting firm provides custom 
analysis to clients in the private, public, and non-governmental sectors. 
His website is www.wdunning.com.
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BC Residential Sales Summary for Q1 2016
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Sound real estate decisions are made using the best possible information. Incorporated in 1987, Landcor Data Corporation has grown to 
be one of the most trusted providers of objective real estate data and analysis in British Columbia. 

During the past two decades we’ve helped hundreds of clients achieve their goals by offering the most comprehensive real estate data, 
analysis and insight available. From real estate valuation and analysis to land economics research and systems development, our staff of 
highly qualified experts are here to help you find solutions to your real estate analysis and data needs. Landcor maintains the largest, most 
comprehensive database of historical sales and current information on BC residential and commercial real estate. 

Landcor’s database includes:

•  BC Assessment data on 1.96 million properties,
•  sales transaction data for BC, including prices updated weekly,
•  geographic location data used in custom reports

This report is provided by Landcor Data Corporation (“Landcor”) as a courtesy for general information purposes. Because the data in this report is provided to Landcor by the British 
Columbia Government and its various agencies, Landcor has no control over the accuracy of the data. The information in this document (the “content”) is therefore provided “as is” and 
“as available”. The content is provided without warranties of any kind, either express or implied, including, but not limited to, implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular 
purpose, or noninfringement. Landcor, its subsidiaries, or its licensors are not liable for any direct, indirect, punitive, incidental, special or consequential damages that result from the 
use of this content. This limitation applies whether the alleged liability is based on contract, tort, negligence, strict liability or any other basis, even if Landcor has been advised of the 
possibility of such damage.
Because some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, Landcor’s liability in such jurisdictions shall be limited to the extent permitted 
by law. While this information is believed to be correct, it is represented subject to errors, omissions, changes or withdrawal without notice.

© 2016. All information herein is intended for information purposes only.

Landcor® Data Corporation
200 – 313 Sixth Street
New Westminster, BC 
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Rudy Nielsen, R.I., F.R.I
President and CEO

“I am confident that 
no other system in 

North America could 
offer such high 

quality valuations 
for residential 
properties”

Stanley Hamilton, Professor Emeritus 
in Urban Land Economics, UBC
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www.landcor.com


